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Summary 

1. “We have been doing liver transplants for more than a dozen years. Every year we do 

more than 100 cases.” 

2. “In this year, there must have been [several dozen cases] till now. We do 2 to 3 cases on 

average every week.” 

3. “Altogether for an adult liver transplant, it costs more than 600,000 yuan.” 

4. “Professor Zhu has done more than 1,900 cases.” 

 

Phone Investigation Recording 

[Phone ringing] 

Staff on duty: Hello? 

Investigator: Hello! Is this Dr. He Enhui at Friendship Hospital? I’d like to ask... 

He Enhui:  Yes. 

Investigator: I’ve heard that your Friendship Hospital is mainly doing organ transplantation for 

children. Do you also do it for adults? 

He Enhui: We can, it’s the same. 

Investigator: Oh, you can. I thought that you only do it for children, because... 

He Enhui: No, no. 

Investigator:  On one forum, I saw that they were all children’s cases. A friend of mine wants to 

have [a liver transplant]. What’s the average wait time? 

He Enhui: Um, what’s his blood type? 

Investigator: Type B. 

He Enhui: Type B, it won’t take long, but it also depends on the severity of his illness. Um, if it’s 

very severe, we will arrange for him to have the surgery earlier; if it’s not too severe, we will 

arrange it for him at a later date. However, normally it takes just a few months. It’s hard to say. 

Investigator:  Then, who gave [the donor organ] to the hospital? How come it would suddenly 

arrive? 

He Enhui: Um, the state has a network to distribute organs. That is, there is organ donation 

everywhere. It’s registered into the system, then it starts to search in the system. The system 

distributes the organs automatically, to some hospital or to someone. That is, it’s random. 



Investigator: So the earliest [He Enhui: There’s no guarantee]…why I’m calling is because a 

friend of mine had an organ transplant operation here. So I’m calling you. He also told me that 

when he had the transplant, they used organs from death-row prisoners, they were all healthy? 

He Enhui: Now the state no longer allows the use of organs from death-row prisoners. It’s 

prohibited by law. Previously, it exploited the loopholes in the regulations. It was not mentioned 

in any law in the past. 

Investigator: Really? That friend told me, “You ask them, and it would be the best if you get 

organs of this type”. He said, “You see, I used this [type of organ], which was good, very good. 

He Enhui: Then, he must have had the transplant early on. 

Investigator: He did it earlier, several years ago, 7 or 8 years ago. 

He Enhui: Right, right, we have been doing liver transplants for more than a dozen years. Every 

year we do more than 100 cases. Professor Zhu has done more than 1,900 cases in a total of more 

than a dozen years, that... 

Investigator: Have you done a lot this year? Like this kind of allograft operations? 

He Enhui: A lot. We do more than 100 cases every year. 

Investigator: More than 100 cases. So [in this year], you’ve done several dozen till now? 

He Enhui: Yes, in this year, there must have been [several dozen cases] till now. We do 2 to 3 

cases on average every week. On average, we have 2 to 3 organ transplant [operations] each 

week. 

Investigator: Oh, what about the price? Can you give me a rough number? 

He Enhui: Altogether for an adult liver transplant, it costs more than 600,000 yuan. 

Investigator:  Oh, more than 600,000 yuan...that is, are your hospital beds in short supply? Can 

[my friend] be hospitalized as soon as he arrives? 

He Enhui: Our hospital beds are in short supply. But if you have a transplant surgery, we’ll make 

sure that you have a bed. After the surgery, you go to ICU, and they will make sure there’s a 

vacancy for you. But if you are in a different situation, then we might not let you take a vacated 

bed, because our hospital beds are indeed in short supply. But if you do a surgery, then we’ll 

make sure that the surgery patients are the first to have their needs satisfied. 

Investigator: Ah, I see, I see. 

He Enhui: You tell him to come for evaluation first. Come to our hospital to have his condition 

evaluated. 

Investigator: Alright, I see. Thank you! Bye! 

He Enhui: Bye! 

 


